industries.
• Nexign continued to implement solutions
for global customers. For example,
Chinguitel (Mauritania) increased its
revenues by 10% thanks to Nexign’s BSS
system and Nexign Network Monetization
Suite.
“We have more leverage in the market than
ever before because Nexign makes business
operations more efficient,” said Radi Abdalla
Ali Almamoun, Chief Technical Officer at
Chinguitel. “The Nexign team implemented
our new billing system and migrated our
subscribers in record time—just over seven
months—while Nexign’s competitors said
they needed up to 18 months to complete
the project. Finishing faster let us improve
subscriber services faster.”
Product Updates
In 2019 Nexign continued to develop
its solutions portfolio to address critical
needs of telecom operators, such as
support of new business models, better
user experience and faster launch of new
products and services.

“Nexign has a highly competitive portfolio
comprising Nexign Network Monetisation
Suite, Nexign Digital BSS, and Nexign IoT
Platform,” said John Abraham, Principal
Analyst at Analysis Mason in the report:
“Monetisation platforms: worldwide market
shares”, 2018, published on 16 August 2019.
“The company positions itself as a leader in
creating optimally cost-efficient solutions,
offering telecom operators digital products
with the lowest TCO of all market vendors.”

example, Rostelecom).

• Nexign Digital BSS now has wider
functionality in the areas of order
management, process visualisation, flexible
pricing, and billing in convergent networks.
Also, functions to make product catalogue
management more convenient were added.

In 2019 Nexign was named finalist for the
TM Forum Excellence Awards, the Global
Telecom Awards and the Telecoms World
Awards. Nexign also scooped a prize at the
2019 RUSSOFT Awards in the “Greatest
2018 Business Growth” category.

• Nexign Network Monetisation Suite now
includes modules for direct integration with
service providers (SCEF) and managing
con¬gested networks (RCAF). Nexign
Network Monetisation Suite’s bal¬ance
management capabilities have made it
possible to launch financial products (for
example, debit and credit cards linked to
personal account balances at MegaFon)
and support operator service factories (for

“Nexign currently occupies a sustainable
position on both the Russian and
international markets. Entering 2020,
we will continue to focus on growth,
efficiency and simplification of the digital
transformation process for our customers,
helping them to cope with the challenges
of 5G, eSIM and the Internet of Things
monetization, - says Igor Gorkov, Nexign
CEO.

• Nexign IoT Platform has benefitted from
an updated user-friendly graphic interface,
support for the NB-IoT standard thanks
to integra¬tion with the SCEF, network
function vir¬tualisation capability, and
expanded fraud identification functionality
based on device behaviour analysis.
Industry recognition

Nexign expands international presence
with new office in Latin America
Nexign has expanded its international
presence to Latin America by opening a
new office in Santo Domingo, Dominican
Republic. This initiative will enable Nexign
to strengthen its positions in emerging
markets by offering LATAM customers
solutions to drive digital transformation
efforts.

and other services.

According to the GSMA report, the data
traffic in LATAM will grow more than sixfold
by 2024. Also, GSMA expects the mobile
penetration rate to reach 73% by 2025.

“During the past three years, Nexign
has grown significantly. As a maturing
company we are taking the next step
in our international expansion strategy
and establishing our corporate presence
in Latin America. We believe that
understanding of the local market specifics
is critical for smooth digital transformation
of local CSPs. We will leverage our market
knowledge and industry expertise to

Nexign aims to use its 28 years of
engineering excellence to help local
telecom operators consolidate their
systems and provide customers with better
connectivity, uninterrupted internet access
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The office in Dominican Republic will focus
on business development initiatives for
the entire LATAM and providing operators
with modular, truly convergent solutions
to enable stress-free modernization and
sustainable performance.

Connecting every corner
with satellite backhaul

support operators in the region and speed
up the modernization process for them.
With Nexign’s BSS solutions, they will be
able to meet local customer demands and
bring added value to business,” said Igor
Gorkov, CEO at Nexign.
“LATAM is an emerging market with great
potential. Operators in the region realize
that they need up-to-date BSS solutions
to keep up with customer needs. As a
result, they are ready to embrace new
development opportunities and find new
ways to monetize traffic. We are happy
to support local operators and offer them
solutions that can enable them achieve
their business goals and deliver superior
services to subscribers,” said Andrey
Moldovan, Regional Director, LATAM.

Semir Hassanaly, Market Director Cellular Backhaul and Trunking, ST Engineering iDirect

Fuelled by the growing public appetite for
new services and applications, the mobile
data boom has placed huge demands on
wireless networks, prompting a change
in performance and capacity. As a result,
mobile operators have invested in new
technologies, building out their networks to
fulfil the growing demand.

"As worldwide
demand for greater
data connectivity
increases with the
rise of 5G, it is clear
that satellite cellular
backhaul will have
a huge part to play
in future networks."
However, according to the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU), almost
half of the world’s population lacks access to
the internet entirely, especially in emerging
regions. This means the next challenge for
Mobile Network Operators (MNOs) is to
expand data capabilities into less accessible
corners of the developed world or in the
unconnected rural areas. With its ability
to provide instant wide coverage at an
efficient price point, satellite-based cellular
backhaul is perfectly suited to achieve this
goal and is gaining rapid pace in the market.
Furthermore, as worldwide demand for
greater data connectivity increases with the
rise of 5G, it is clear that satellite cellular
backhaul will have a huge part to play in

future networks.
The digital bridge
Mobile operators in emerging markets

are under increasing pressure to extend
their services in rural areas. For example,
there are 775 million citizens that remain
unconnected across Asia, often in isolated
communities and living below the poverty
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line with lack of access to many basic
and critical services such as healthcare,
education and connectivity. Research
shows that connectivity can have lifechanging impacts for unconnected remote
communities. The World Bank estimates
that for every 10 percent increase in highspeed Internet connections, a country’s
gross domestic product rises approximately
by 1.4 percent.
Consequently, MNOs are looking for
solutions which offer improved efficiency,
performance, flexibility and scalability.
In remote regions, rolling out individual
backhaul networks is something operators
cannot easily do. In most of the African
countries for example, rural Middle
populations are very sparsely spread, and
expenditure would be several times the
amount than in urban areas.
But cellular backhaul over satellite can offer
a compelling business case, allowing people
to remain connected and keep pace with
the fast-developing technology landscape.
With the majority of people accessing the
internet via a mobile phone or tablet, rather
than desktop computers or laptops, this
technology is also easily accessible, allowing
people to get online quickly and easily.

"In order to ensure MNOs serve
their customers in an efficient way,
they should consider migrating
their operations to one multiservice
platform to allow them to serve
numerous markets at the same
time and grow their network with
their business."
educate, to use telemedicine, to develop
small businesses and to give access to
financial services and potentially life-saving
weather reports.
In Africa, the Dialog platform is also
being used by Liquid Telecom to make
bandwidth more affordable to businesses
and consumers. As a result, Liquid Telecom
has provided African enterprises with
cost-effective bandwidth for big-data
applications.

Changing lives

A new era

Satellite-based backhaul solutions provide
the answer to bridging the digital divide.
To give an example, broadband satellite
operator Kacific selected the Newtec
Dialog® VSAT multiservice platform for its
new High Throughput Satellite, Kacific1 to
provide access to high demand applications,
such as community internet access and
mobile backhaul, to help stimulate socioeconomic activity throughout the region.

However, bridging the digital divide in the
outmost rural corners of the world requires
more than just technology. A continued
partnership between satellite and MNOs
is also key to create opportunities and
change the landscape of the cellular
connectivity market for the better. With
satellite at their disposal, MNOs have more
room to extend the reach of their services
and address new use cases, such as Overthe-Top (OTT) content distribution, and
critical connectivity for disaster response
efforts. The popularity of mobile banking
and finance is also an extremely popular
application and is only set to grow further.

Carrying out installations in remote areas
can be a time consuming and expensive
operation. In this case, Kacific implemented
the Dialog Hub System, which comes in
various different configurations. This allows
the operator to run a shared bandwidth
platform spanning multiple satellites,
depending on customers’ specific needs.
As a result of the new service, Kacific can
now offer access to a wealth of information
and services that will empower communities
and enable development. The social
benefits of a broadband connection cannot
be underestimated. It brings the ability to
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High Throughput Satellites (HTS) and
ground equipment with the ability to
support hundreds of Mbps of capacity
for backhaul, along with attractive price
points, are also crucial in enabling service
providers, telcos and MNOs to not only
connect the unconnected but also bridge
the bandwidth gap between urban and
unserved and underserved areas. As we
enter the 5G era, satellite connectivity is

particularly crucial for the next stage of the
evolution for MNOs. In fact, NSR estimates
that 5G-differentiated applications — such
as 5G backhaul and hybrid networks — will
generate close to one-third of net satellite
capacity revenue growth in backhaul over
the next 10 years. Satellite and terrestrial
will work in a complementary way to unlock
many use cases. This is due, in part, to the
fact that 5G backhaul capacity demand will
consume four to five times the bandwidth
of a 4G site, according to NSR. Satellite
technology has already proved itself as
being highly adaptable for mobile backhaul
purposes.
Connecting every corner
The dynamic nature of mobile network
traffic requires a dynamic solution. The
development of flexible, affordable and
efficient satellite backhaul can help to
meet the connectivity demands of not
just today but also tomorrow. By utilizing
satellites with cellular backhaul services to
replace or supplement existing telecoms
infrastructures in rural areas, operators
can achieve greater coverage and remain
competitive.
In order to ensure they efficiently serve
their
customers,
operators
should
consider migrating their operations to one
multiservice platform to allow them to
serve numerous markets at the same time
and grow their network with their business.
More so, by connecting the unconnected
users in remote, rural areas will have the
same opportunities that are available in
more developed regions and communities,
creating connectivity for all.

Pakistan IT Minister visits
National Incubation Centre
Syed Amin Ul Haque, Federal Minister
for IT & Telecommunications visited
National Incubation Center Islamabad,
funded and set up by Ignite under the
auspices of Ministry of IT & Telecom. NIC
Islamabad is being managed by TeamUp
in collaboration with Jazz.
During the visit IT Minister met with the
startups incubated in the center. He said,
the entrepreneurial ecosystem is on the
rise.

"The ultimate
idea is to instill an
entrepreneurial
mindset across
the country so
that youth is selfemployed besides
creating job
opportunities."
He said that youth are our future and
asset. The Federal Minister said that youth
of Pakistan have great talent and Ministry
of IT is focusing on the uplift of youth.
He said that Ministry of IT is committed to
equip youth with digital skills. He said that
the projects of startups are laudable.
The Federal Minister for IT said that the
recent inclusion of numerous innovations
hubs, incubation centers and venture
capital funds are helping the startup
community to grow in Pakistan. These
incubation spaces will help us built a
knowledge-based economy and help build
a progressive and Digital Pakistan. The
startups are creating jobs, empowering

Syed Amin Ul Haque, Minister for IT & Telecom visited NIC Islamabad. NIC
Islamabad and Jazz management presented the souvenir to the Minister. Syed
Junaid Imam CEO Ignite is also accompanying the Minister.
the underprivileged communities and
making Pakistan technologically-enabled,
he said.
Speaking at the occasion Syed Junaid
Imam, CEO Ignite said, over 60% of our
population comprise of youth. They
are the future. Ease of doing business,
developing makers spaces, giving them
access to international venture capitalists
(VCs) will help them accelerate their ideas.
He said, the ultimate idea is to instill
an entrepreneurial mindset across the
country so that youth is self-employed
besides creating job opportunities.

Earlier in his welcome address Mr. Parvez
Abbasi, Director NIC Islamabad said, NIC
Program is providing a platform to the
young aspiring startups and enabling
them to address the major socioeconomic challenges facing Pakistan. All
the stakeholders including the academia,
corporate, media, government and the
startup world need to collaborate in order
to further strengthen the entrepreneurial
ecosystem initiated by Ignite.
Mr. Jawad Azfar, GM Projects Ignite and
Mr. Amir Ijaz Chief Digital Officer Jazz
were also present at the occasion.
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